3 Holes \( \phi .22 \ [5.5] \)
Equally spaced 120° on
A \( \phi 5.69 \ [144] \) BOLT CIRCLE

\( \phi 6.28 \ [159.5] \)

\( \phi 5.07 \ [128.8] \)

\( .14 \ [3.6] \)

\( .62 \ [15.8] \)

\( .63 \ [15.9] \)

\( .14 \ [3.6] \)

\( 4.56 \ [115.9] \)

\( 1.59 \ [40.5] \)

1/4" NPT

NOTE 1: PANEL CUTOUT- \( \phi 4.94 \ [125] \) +/- 1/32 [1]


Dimensions in [ ] are millimeters
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